three-axis inertial gyro was4 developed to directly measure the pressure, acceleration, anid attituide changes of the rocket motor after burnout, A payload inmtrument module also containe~d accelerometers to measure the post separation acceleration, and displacemnent r'eeln playing out a monorfllument line between the payload and motor to accurately measure the separation velocity. However, thc key to knowing comipletely what the spent rocket motor does after payload separation Is to observe it. Therefore, a television camera and two motion picture cameras were mounted looking alt in the payload module. In order to ensure that the motor would be In the 'anivra s rield or' view, an uplink command system directed an attitude control sysi em to point the payload in any orientation des Ired by the payload controller. The 'Ittilt re'ontrol systemn, developed by the( Space V ec!tor Corporation, Northridge, (!alifoirnia controlled the payload in either an automatic position mode or a manual r'ate nlull mode. (;round c'ontr-ol, consoles mnoitors located In the blockhouse a nd an 'wutdoor mobile autotravker were a vital link in the overall system providing a closed loof) between the airborne payload and ground console operators4 ( Figure 2 ).
The TV signal was transmitted on a wide band VIM link while all payload instrument dfata was transmittedi oil a 250 Kbps l'cM systemn. A lack Brant V(. rocket carriedi diur 050 lb) (295 kg 
Motor Inodrumeni Afmidle
A standard 0-1500 poli chamber pressure gauge was augmented by a 0-30 psia gauge installed in a low pressure manirold remotel~y opened to the motor chamber during tallofr, A -5 to + 15 g longitudinal accelerometer was augmented by threeaxis ± 2 g accelerometers. A Miniature Inertial D~igital Attitude System recorded the vehiclel's attlttideaftcr tieparation in ordpr to dletermine the vehicle angle or attack to the velocity vector.
Payload separation velocity from the vehicle was measured by displacement ri~eis in the payload playing out monofilament line attached to the motor. Shaft encodcrs on the reels measured the velocity within cm/second. Payload acceleration was measured] by three axis 1 2 g acceleronmeterm. An aft looking Cohu TV catrivra having a riew oJr vie~w or 701 X 52. 59 providled a diepth or field from 2.7 ft (0. 112 m)to Infinity. Two 16 mm, 609, field of view, 32-frame per sec ballistic cameras mounted parallel to the TV camera each carried 45 sec of Ektachrome ,olor film. One camera was started simultaneously with payload separation, while the second was under command authority of the payload controller.
Tetumiery/Cominand Modile
An onboard flight sequencer providced preprogrammed commands, all of which, with the exception of the yo-yo de-spin, separation, and nose tip ejection were backed up with ground initiated command capability. The command module, designed Iby Oklahoma State University, provided security against false commands as well as decoding the command data and confirming by telemetry that the correct command was received, PCM command data is clocked into a serial to parallel shirt register, the 8-bit blocks of data are then clocked to the parallel outputs. An RC circuit on each output retains any command for approximately I sec after removal to prevent momentary dropouts caused by uplink RF noise, High current, high voltage output buffers are then used to interface with relays, and so on, inside the payload. Command conflrmation is accomplished by clocking the data present at the output buffers into a parallel to serial shift register, converting it to a biphase-level code, and filtering and mixing it with the PCM telemetry data.
Allitule (nmtrol Systein
The payload attitude was controlled by a Space Vector Corporation 3-axis cold gas reaction system. Attitude reference signals were provided by a roll stabilized MIDAS analog platform within the ACS. These gyro references (that is, pitch, yaw, and roll) were established by the azimuth and elevation settings of the launcher at the moment the gyro was uncaged (Figure 3) .
Signals from the gyro platform are summed with command signals selected through the relay logic. The differences, or errors, are amplified in the servo amplifiers. Ior pitch and yaw, the signals are distributed to the correct nozzle driver by the commutator while roll Is connected directly to its drivers. The analog signals are oresented to pulse width modulators where they are converted to a proportional digital signal and then conditioned (buffered) to drive a corresponding solenoid valve. Each solenoid valve is an integral part of a thruster nozzle. There-.fore, torque produced by the thrusters rotates the payload changing the gyro outputs until the error signals are reduced to a null. This system had eight nozzles; two each for pitch and yaw, and four for roll. A spherical and toroidal bottle were nested together and connected in parallel to provide a plenum capacity of 750 cubic inches at a pressure of 3, 000 psi. This pressure was then regulated clown to its favorable specific impulse because the number of maneuvers required to perror this mission were largely unknown apart from the initial zero angle of attack and final attitude for reentry maneuvers. Pitch and yaw rates were limttd to ± 2 /sec while roll was clipped at ± 10 /second. Upon removal of a command, the payload r'ate would be forced to 0/sec in the ,'orresponding axis and hel at that position until commanded otherwise.
GROUND CONTROL AN!) MONITOR SYSTEMS
The ground control and monitor system consisted of two command consoles. 
I Conmmand Control C onoles
One console controlled the ACS functions while the second monitored and controlled payload functiono. This division of control allowed the operators to focus their attention on one aspect of the payload and riot be distracted or overwhelmed with unnecessary data. The television monitor was located above and between the two consoles. An eight-position joystick and a two-position rotary switch on the ACS panel controlled the payload attitude. Momentary switches on the payload consoles were used to actuate the film cameras and other payload functions. Both consoles monitored and displayed certain critical functions such as T-time, yaw limit warning, and ACS gas pressure in addition to their own relevailt monitors.
ACS Console Conmands
The ACS console controlled the following eight functions:
(1) ACS to rate control,
(2) Pitch up, 
ACS Console Monitors
Digital displays derived from the payload TM signals indicated payload attitude in degrees and rates in degrees/second. The remaining ACS gas pressure was displayed as a percentage on four LED's, 100%, 75%, 50%, and 25%. The critical limit of 25% caused all four LED's to flash on and off indicating to the operator that a maneuver to reentry attitude should be considered. A yaw position warning indicator would flash if ± 6 0 q was exceeded. The MIDAS platform is limited to a ± 850 in yaw position; however, the 2 25° difference was used as a buffer to allow the operator time to react.
Payload Console Commands
Control of the film camera was the primary function of this console. Four other commands (ACS yaw hold, ACS position control, television camera on, and timer camera on) were provided as back-up in the event the sequencer failed or the trajectory was other than predicted.
Pavhoad Console Moiilors
The status of the payload commands whether initiated by the on-board sequencer or by the command system were displayed on this console. Each film camera has a 45-sec counter to display the remaining film time and six LED's to indicate the operational mode of the ACS. Unlike the ACS gas pressure indicator on the ACS console, this console displayed the pressure directly in KPSI on a digital voltmeter (1)VM).
Roll, pitch, und yaw null signals were also displayed on DVM's calibrated in degrees. As nentioned previously, critical monitors from the ACS console were duplicated on this console, mainly yaw limit warning and the rate/position status.
Coiniatd IRanging Syslent
A TRAI)AT V tracking system was used to transmit the commands from the control console while simultaneously providing ranging data. Each switch closure, corresponding to a command from the consoles, were logically "OR'ed" together, then clocked into a multiplexer and fed to the ranging code in TRADAT for transmission through the auto tracker. Tile corresponding command was sent as long as the switch remained closed and any number of available commands could be sent simultaneously. The PCM uplink command/ranging code consisted of four 16-bit minor frames of which the first 8 bits were reserved for the frame sync and the Inst 8 bits of the four subframes provided 32 bits of command capability.
II

TESTING AND INTEGRATION
System integration and extensive airbearing tests were conducted at Space Vector Corporation to confirm compatibility between all ground control/monitoring equipment and the payload. The payload was installed on the airbearing fixture which allows three axes of freedom during tests. Fourteen simulated flight tests were run on the air. The console operators gained experience controlling and maneuvering the payload while observing the television and console monitors. Fixed and moving targets that simulated the booster motor were tracked successfully with three of the tests exceeding six minutes. Telemetry data recorded during the airbearing tests confirmed that all systems responded correctly.
FLIGHT RESULTS
Command /Control
At T+40 sec, the flight sequencer commanded the yaw memory hold event.
This is basically a sample and hold function that retains the yaw attitude signal for use as a reference later in time. When the ACS was initiated 0. 2 sec prior to separation (T+65. 8 sec), pitch commenced to null to its predetermined flight path angle of 620 and yaw nutled to the angle retained in yaw memory (-0. 62*) thereby providing a zero angle-of-attack to the velocity vector. This provided atmospheric exit stability and also insured that the booster would be in the field of view of the aft looking television and movie cameras. Roll attitude nulled to the angle established at the time of uncaging, that is 0", by T+74 seconds. The payload remained in this attitude while observing the booster until T+95 sec when the booster caught up and narrowly missed the payload.
The manual pitch and yaw rate mode was selected and an attempt was made to track the booster. Noise on the telemetry signal in the blockhouse caused random attitude data to be displayed on the consoles for approximately 60 sec; however, the television video signal remained clean and we were able to command the payload maneuvers. Some confusion was created by the loss of attitude data and a yaw right maneuver initiated earlier continued, until by T+224 sec, the yaw attitude was 85°c ausing the gyro to gimbal lock with a consequent loss of reference. Post flight TM data reduction indicates that the gyro did indeed tumble in the pitch and roll axes until T4-283 sec when control was reestablished. The payload was then trimmed to a horizontal reentry attitude by observing the earth's limb on the television monitor.
Payload/Vehicle Velocities
The Black Brant VC burned out at +31 sec into flight at an altitude of 27 km.
At 34 sec, the chamber low pressure manifold was opened.
Pressure was reading about 0. 9 psia and decaying to 0. 3 psia by 51 seconds. At 65. 5 sec the ACS was initiated and at 65. 8 sec and 87. 6 km, payload separation was initiated. The payload separated cleanly from the vehicle achieving a delta velocity of 2. 25 ft/sec Figure 5 shows the payload, vehicle, and differential separation velocities vs time. 
Motor 11rust
Chamber pressure and vehicle acceleration data are of negligible magnitude during this time period. A theoretical thrust value was generated by simply fitting F = ma into the velocity data. Figure 6 shows this curve. As experience on static firings shows that motors smolder for long periods of time after burnout, this curve should probably be a log curve asymptotic to zero. Motor attitude was relatively stable throughout its flight. At apogee, the vehicle had only tipped over about 35" from its attitude at separation and by reentry had assumed Its maximum change of 700 from initial attitude.
Motor Oulgauing
Considerable outgassing was observed from the spent motor long after classical burnout. Although the low chamber pressure measured would indicate that the exhaust was below nozzle critical velocity, particle velocities were considerable.
The large particles were inert material. These particles were chuffed out periodically as if they temporarily blocked, then were expelled from the nozzle. Minutes after the motor had passed the payload, particles were seen streaming by.
